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Congress Should Incentivize Forward 
Naval Presence in Key Areas
Brent D. Sadler

A deficit of ships meant the sole u.S. 
carrier strike group in the Western Pacific 
had to relocate to cover the recently 
announced Afghanistan withdrawal.

KEY TAKEAWAYS

u.S. naval presence in Indo–Pacific waters 
has been limited. This must change if 
the nation is to effectively compete with 
China and Russia.

Congress should provide more 
resources to ensure greater forward 
maritime presence in decisive the-
aters such as the South China Sea and 
Eastern Mediterranean.

H eadlines were ablaze in April 2021 with President 
Biden’s announcement that the U.S. military 
would depart Afghanistan by the 20th anniver-

sary of the attacks of September 11, 2001. And then the 
operational realities set in: Without adequate planning, 
the Navy was forced to send its sole aircraft carrier strike 
group in the Indo–Pacific to cover this withdrawal. The 
timing is awful, as tensions in the South China Sea and 
around Taiwan have steadily worsened since March 
2021. Leaving East and Southeast Asian allies and part-
ners exposed like this is symptomatic of deeper issues 
impacting naval presence that Congress can help address.

Even with advance planning, naval presence in 
strategically important Asian waters has been lim-
ited. Consider that over the summer of 2020 the Navy 
surged two carrier strike groups to the South China 
Sea for the first time since 2012 despite a series of 
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Chinese provocative acts there.1 Such paucity of presence was not because 
the 2018 National Defense Strategy or the 2012 Defense Strategic Guidance 
(also known as the Rebalance to the Asia–Pacific) did not explicitly call for 
an increased presence. Rather, it was the non-availability of warships—
despite the strategic implications that such paucity could have on security 
partnerships and alliances.2 Given the importance of forward presence 
in the day-to-day great-power competition playing out at sea, efforts to 
increase forward presence should be given greater consideration.

Enhancing Forward Presence in Decisive Theaters

The root cause of limited naval presence in decisive theaters is a com-
bination of too few ships and conflicting near-term operational demands 
on that small fleet. Congress, through its power of the purse and over-
sight responsibilities, can address both. One solution is to build a larger 
fleet—which should be pursued anyway, even though it offers no near-term 
relief. However, the 2022 Biden defense budget request does not take that 
approach, although Congress should address this shortfall. But even given 
increased emphasis on shipbuilding, the ships delivered would likely be late 
to need as China races to expand its influence throughout maritime Asia.3

Another option is to more narrowly focus existing U.S. naval forces in key 
areas of greater strategic value to China and Russia while increasing naval 
operating tempo.4 Ordinarily, repositioning naval assets and increased presence 
requires the commitment of senior national leaders; however, Congress can 
encourage forward presence in defined geographic areas through various means.

Both the Pacific Deterrence Initiative (PDI) and the European Deter-
rence Initiative (EDI) provide an opportunity to resource increased forward 
presence. The EDI, announced in 2014, has been used in this manner to 
resource rotations of Army brigade combat teams. PDI was created in fiscal 
year (FY) 2021 to provide accounting of relevant efforts across the Depart-
ment of Defense (DOD) but a dedicated budget of additional monies was 
not provided for U.S. Indo–Pacific Command. This is why the current FY 
2022 budget proposal includes $4.9 billion in platform procurement that is 
also reflected in the Navy and the Air Force budgets, leading Indo–Pacific 
Command to now request an additional $890 million in unfunded PDI 
requests.5 This “platform-centric” approach would fund an already planned 
destroyer, oiler, and F-35 aircraft, but it misses Congress’ intent for PDI.6 
Senate Armed Services Committee members were quick to make public 
that they were disappointed. Senator Jim Inhofe (R–OK) said that the Pres-
ident’s proposed budget “gets the Pacific Deterrence Initiative all wrong.”
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However, neither EDI nor PDI have been used to facilitate a marked 
increase in forward naval presence or clearly define geographically where 
additional naval presence should be directed. And the PDI funding that is 
focused on forward presence is miniscule: The FY 2022 PDI budget proposal 
includes $15 million for operations in Combatant Commanders Direct Mis-
sion Support.7 In an interesting twist to the way forces are managed, a ship 
operating in international waters off the California coast could qualify for 
such funds just as much as a ship actually operating in the South China Sea 
would. Moreover, these operational PDI funds have little impact, represent-
ing less than 0.1 percent of the Navy’s FY 2022 proposed operating budget 
for warships, which includes training, maintenance, and operating costs.8

The Total Costs of Forward Presence

For every forward-deployed warship, three are in the homeland at 
various stages of crew rest, maintenance, and training readiness. Sending 
warships more often or on longer deployments comes with added costs. 
Longer deployments have resulted in visible wear on warships and sub-
sequent overloading of maintenance capacity in the shipyards,9 further 
squeezing tight budgets. It is also important to recognize the human cost of 
longer deployments: The strain on sailors asked to be away from family for 
longer times can contribute to attrition rates, making it more challenging 
for the Navy to man a fleet that is already undermanned by as much as 15 
percent.10 In addition, longer deployments reduce commanding officers’ 
time to train and build unit cohesion.11

The Navy’s budget for overseas deployments is included in its Opera-
tions and Support accounts, which are planned years in advance of an actual 
deployment. Any unexpected expenses or emergent operations could be 
funded through internal DOD reprogramming requests or via special action 
of Congress, such as during a national crisis. But as Heritage analyst Fred-
erico Bartels has written, reprogramming requests are cumbersome and 
often take as long as six months to be processed.12 Under normal conditions, 
the Operations and Support budget funds operations within the Navy’s 
annual budget, and any changes to the intent of monies authorized over 
$10 million requires congressional approval.13

Is Forward Presence Effective?

The short answer is yes: Forward naval presence, coordinated with other 
government actions, has resulted in effective diplomacy. For instance, in 
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late April 2020, the USS Gabrielle Giffords patrolled in the vicinity of the 
Panamanian-flagged West Capella as it conducted deepwater surveys in a 
part of Malaysia’s exclusive economic zone that is disputed by China. Oper-
ational tempo built up to include Air Force bombers in May and sustained 
dual aircraft carrier operations in the South China Sea in July.14

Amidst this activity, on July 13, Secretary of State Michael Pompeo 
issued the first clear U.S. opposition to China’s maritime claims.15 Given 
the economic nature of the West Capella’s survey operations, this statement, 
adroitly matched with U.S. naval presence, resonated with U.S. partners in 
tangible ways:

 l Indonesia conducted naval drills in the South China Sea,16

 l The Philippines decided to leverage its 2016 maritime arbitration win 
against China,17

 l Malaysia submitted a protest note to the United Nations regarding 
China’s excessive claims,18 and

 l Vietnam expressed support for the U.S. position while it was chair of 
the Association of Southeast Asian Nations.19

In a region not known for explicitly challenging China, the above actions 
were remarkable and occurred within weeks of Secretary Pompeo’s July 
statement and after months of a visible and sustained U.S. naval presence. 
Additionally, it was notable, given the tension surrounding these events, 
that there was no physical harassment at sea.

What Congress Can Do

Given the demonstrated efficacy of naval power deployed to decisive 
areas, it seems clear that Congress should make it easier for theater com-
manders and Navy leaders to deploy and sustain ships to areas such as the 
South China Sea and Eastern Mediterranean.

Considering all this, Congress can devise a resourcing approach tied to 
the annual National Defense Authorization Act and defense authoriza-
tion bills that enables forward presence in decisive theaters in a way that 
improves diplomacy while being mindful of the added burden on sailors. 
There are several actions to consider:
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 l First, the Navy will need to carefully balance increased forward 
presence with the need to sustain the material condition of for-
ward-operating ships and crew proficiencies. To do this, the Navy 
should provide Congress with qualitative and quantitative bench-
marks on readiness of forward-operating ships and aircraft.

 l Second, Congress should request that the Secretary of Defense pre-
cisely define the one or two decisive theaters that forward presence 
is most needed for targeted funding. It is recommended that this 
should be constrained to the South China Sea and the Eastern Medi-
terranean, with a narrow littoral (i.e., 12 miles inland) defined to allow 
for port visits, air operations, and additional maritime activities of 
all services.20

 l Third, Congress should create a forward naval presence line of funding 
within the force design and posture lines of effort of both the PDI 
and EDI. Forward naval presence funds would cover operations and 
maintenance conducted within the key decisive theaters to enable 
greater day-to-day maritime presence in the near term while enhanc-
ing forward presence in the longer term. An expanded network of 
in-theater sustainment capacity and partnerships would prove critical 
in saving damaged warships and retuning them to a potential fight. 
Congress should also consider co-development or modernization of 
allied and partner nation training facilities to enhance interoperabil-
ity of forward forces while they are deployed to decisive theaters (e.g., 
Kota Belud range in Sabah, Malaysia).

 l Lastly, Congress should require Indo–Pacific and European Com-
mands to provide an accounting of maritime presence and associated 
expenses in the decisive theaters prior to submitting new budgets. 
These reports would inform future years’ funding of forward maritime 
presence accounts in the EDI and PDI.

Potential Concerns

Taking such an approach raises two concerns:

1. Involving Congress in the operational decisions of the armed services 
could be viewed as beyond its constitutional mandate. By crafting the 
approach as an enticement of forward presence via the EDI and PDI, 
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Congress would not violate the executive’s prerogative in determining 
operational matters—per various precedents.21 Moreover, such action 
complies with Article I, Section 8 of the Constitution, which charges 
Congress “To provide and maintain a Navy; to make rules for the 
government and regulation of the land and naval forces.”

2. Two, if the Armed Services build their budgets to fund planned 
deployments, there is no assurance of an increase of forward presence 
in decisive theaters. While the Services are free to craft their budget 
proposals as they see fit and to seek reprogramming of funds as appro-
priate, the provision of additional funds through PDI and EDI would 
serve as an enticement for ever greater levels of presence.

Conclusion

Congress should establish a forward naval presence line of funding 
within PDI and EDI, which enables greater forward maritime presence in 
decisive theaters for great-power competition with China and Russia.

Given the strategic implications and the intensifying competition 
with China and Russia, Congress can and should enable effective forward 
presence. Only by being “there” can the military secure U.S. asymmetric 
advantages in security partnerships and complicate efforts to undermine 
U.S. interests through grey-zone tactics.

Brent D. Sadler is Senior Fellow for Naval Warfare and Advanced Technology in the 
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Security and Foreign Policy, at The Heritage Foundation.
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